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SITE CONTEXT

current site appearance

the site borders many temples

the area is full of shops, which 
mostly focus on electronics

heavily trafficked road 

socializing on the otla doing household chores site specifications and limitations

interaction

women and their kids

economic independence

child care

The activities of the building are placed according to the required level of privacy and seclusion, going from public and lively at the bottom to more and more private and calm as you go up, where a more intimate and private at-
mosphere is desired. This is enhanced in the building through having higher ceilings and bigger staircases the more public the space is. The building is placed on top of a low platform, creating a threshold from the busy street outside. 
The entrance level houses the exhibition space, open to the public through the wide staircase leading in from the alley. It has intentionally been left quite unprogrammed so that it can accommodate different types of events and 
exhibitions. Here the ceiling is high and the space is very open, welcoming people in from the street and  encouraging interaction. The courtyard in the middle mainly serves as a seating area, but also as a water collector during the 
monsoon season. It can also be filled with water during dry season to add humidity to the air, or be used as a planter.  When you walk up the staircase from here, you get to the workshops. The workshops are accessible to the public 
but have a more semi-public character, and from the circulation space running along the perimeter of the building, the visitors can watch and sometimes take part in the process of the crafts. The idea here is to strengthen the status 
and understanding of handicraft through showing up the beauty and skills of these traditions. Above the workshops is the semi-private social floor, where the main private social spaces are located. Here the kitchen and housing units 
are located, as well as the play- and resting spaces for the children. The floor above that is the calm and educational space, with two classrooms, a computer lab, an open study space with a chai corner, as well as a reception room 
where for example visiting doctors or therapists can support and examine the women in a safe and comfortable environment.

The Calico Women’s Center is a building primarily made for, and run by women. It is a 
place for education and creativity, meant as a starting point towards female empower-
ment and independence, where the women themselves decide what they want to focus on. 
The site chosen for the center is Calico Dome, that still is a well-known landmark in a central location of the old town, 
even though the dome today is gone. The dome used to house a showroom for fashion, and with the history of 
Ahmedabad as a textile city, the textile production naturally became an activity that is integrated into the project.
The project aims at providing a social, safe and creative space where education, work and social gatherings can 
help the women in their pursuit of independence and equality. In the old town, the social spaces of women are 
mostly focused around the home.  The Calico Women’s Center was created as a reaction to this, to become a place 
where women could meet other women, more than just their family or neighbors. The central location of Calico 
Dome makes the site a suitable spot for a social hub, enabling women from different parts of town to get there easily.    
The idea of the program is go get the housewife out of the house, and show her that she is also able to 
earn money for the family and get educated. To further help the women being able to leave home, 
there will also be spaces where the women can take turns to watch each other’s young kids who are 
too young to go to school, so that the focus can lay on the education or work.  For women who have just 
moved into town, become widows etc, there will also be a few small housing units where they can tempo-
rarily stay until they have gotten their own place. While staying here they will help keep the place running, 
as well as take advantage of the facilities to integrate more quickly into society and start earning a living. 
The work itself is focused around fabric production, with workshops for weaving, embroidering and sewing, as well as a 
workshop for different crafts where paintings, pottery, kites and festival decorations can be produced. There is also an 
exhibition space where the women can display their produced goods, that also are for sale. This space also serves as 
the main public interface, which can host events and workshops as well as displaying exhibitions about women’s rights. 
The education is thought of as a way to give the women the tools they need towards either further education or 
work, and focuses on economics, computer skills, how to start up a business, leadership courses, basic mathematics 
and language classes, but there will also be lectures on women’s rights, equality, health care and family planning.
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PROGRAM & PROCESS

site plan 1:200

section from seminar 1, 1:200

section from seminar 2, 1:200

program and levels of privacy

plans from seminar 2, 1:200
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entrance:

second floor: fabric workshops

third floor: crafts workshop

fourth floor: social area

fifth floor: calm, educational area

sixth floor: private space

courtyard
exhibition space
shop

weaving 
embroidery
sewing

painting
pottery
basket weaving
production of festival decorations

social space
kitchen 
playroom for the kids
resting room for the kids

study space
classrooms
computer lab
reception room
chai corner

common area
kitchen
private housing units

private, calm semi-private, social semi-public, accessible public, open

EXHIBIT

SOCIALIZE

WORK

LEARN
classrooms:  50 m2  x  2
computer lab:  28 m2 

reception room:  12 m2

housing units:  4,5 m2  x  6
children’s playroom:  50 m2

children’s nap room:  28 m2

kitchen:  25 m2
social space 

textile workshops:  170 m2

exhibition hall/shop/
event space

crafts workshop:  75 m2
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PLANS & CIRCULATION

site section, looking south, 1:200

plans 1:100

level 1: entrance floor
- exhibition/shop/event  
space
- central courtyard

level 2-4: fabric workshops
- weaving 
- embroidery
- sewing

level 5: crafts workshop
- painting
- pottery
- basket weaving
- production of festival 
  decorations

level 6: social floor
- social space
- kitchen
- children’s playroom
- children’s resting room
- housing units

level 7: educational floor
- classrooms
- computer lab
- study space
- reception room
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section a, looking east, 1:100

SECTIONS
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section b, looking north, 1:100
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USAGE & STRUCTURE

room usage

exhibition and 
public space

weaving

embroidery

sewing

crafts workshop

social space, children’s 
areas and housing units

study space, classrooms, 
computer lab and 
reception room

building structure

concrete pillars

brick pillars

load-bearing 
brick walls

load-bearing 
brick walls

brick pillars

concrete slabs

concrete pillars
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INTERIOR

view from the crafts workshop

view towards the playroom

different usages of the courtyard: growing plants seatings and social space water collector

light conditions  section a section b

ventilation

The building itself is an introverted one, with quite closed facades towards the outside. This is done as a way to separate the interior from the busy street outside, as well as a way to keep the interior more intimate and social. The in-
terior is focused around the central courtyard, serving as a light source and connection between the different floors and workshops. On the public floors the circulation runs along the perimeter of the building, which is also a way 
to create a buffer zone towards the traffic and the sunlight. On the more private floors, the rooms are accessed from the balconies surrounding the central courtyard, as a way to keep the rooms more calm and separate from 
the public rooms below. You enter the building from the alley, to separate it from the street as well as to connect more to the stairs of the temple entrance that people sometimes use as a seating area. The façade on the bot-
tom floor on this side is also set back to give more space and distance to the street, with an otla-like platform for people to sit on, socialize, and maybe eat the samosas they just bought from one of the street vendors in front.

visual connections  


